
The Great Chattahoochee Raft Race of 1971 
 
49 years ago, Larry Patrick announced to the World, or at least to Greater Atlanta, that he 
was opening up The Great Chattahoochee Raft Race to all comers, or at least those 
willing to pay him and his organization an entry fee.  The race, which had begun as a 
small challenge affair a few years prior, was just too much fun not to share.  For a 
number of years, Georgia Tech students and ne’er-do-wells in general had been floating 
The Hooch in innertubes and on homemade rafts and anything else that might float and 
could accommodate a small cooler. 
 
Patrick might have thought he could contain this, but the word spread far beyond the 
range of WQXI, and the tanning oiled hoard descended on the flat below Morgan Falls 
Dam.  There were a couple thousand legal entries, mostly a few tubes tied together 
around one tube for the cooler, and a few hundred more elaborate rafts.  More folks just 
put a tube or two into the river downstream of the official start.  Sports Illustrated said 
there were over 2,000 rafts and over 10,000 participants that afternoon.  In addition to 
beer, there was enough smoke from illegal substances that more than a few rafters got 
high without lighting up. 
 
My fraternity had asked me to build a raft, gave me $100 and the directive to build it big 
enough for all who wanted to come.  Working with Harry Jenkins and a few other 
demented and creative brothers, we built a raft of plywood, 2x4s, latex paint and 
innertubes (Thank you McLean Trucking!), 32’ long by 12’ beam in five sections roped 
together.  There was a mast of 6” PVC pipe supporting a yard of wood handrail and a 
square sail stitched together from three bedsheets and painted golden yellow with the 
fraternity crest in purple (thank you Karen and Sharon); there were 16’ long steering oars 
bow and stern, and eight poles for propulsion.  There was a war surplus yellow rubber life 
raft abaft the mast full of ice to contain the 24 cases of beer with which we were 
provisioned, and because what goes down must come out, there was 50’ of ¾” hemp rope 
with a figure-eight knot at the end towed behind.  (The solution to pollution is dilution.) 
 
We started the race more that 30 minutes late, because Jack Renner and his date Maureen 
got stuck in traffic; they were bringing half the beer, and while we were prepared to leave 
Jack on the shore, we wouldn’t leave without Maureen and those last 12 cases.  Soon the 
provisions were stored, our crew of 22 souls were all aboard, and we cast off into the 
Chattahoochee current, only 9.2 miles from Morgan Falls to the finish at the West Paces 
Ferry Road bridge.  We soon established a rhythm, eight poles a poling, eight polers 
swilling, shifting every 15 minutes; I was manning the stern helm, and Jenkins the bow 
helm.  With a 32’ waterline length and plenty of fresh propulsion, we made good time, 
passing a great many others. 
 
Since the statute of limitations has long passed, I can confirm that we did commit at least 
one misdemeanor that day.  Jenkins spotted a rival fraternity’s raft ahead, I ordered, 
“Ramming speed,” and Rick Love sped up the cadence for the polers.  Just before 
contact, Jenkins pulled in the bow steering oar, and the swilling polers went over as a 
boarding crew, stealing beer, pulling a comely damsel back aboard our raft, and pushing 



the hapless defenders of the other raft overboard.  We offered Damsel the opportunity to 
join our crew, and when she declined, marooned her on the next rock. 
 
Soon we approached our first rapid, through which we poled and steered without 
incident.  At the next rapid, we couldn’t steer quickly enough (too much beer?), but the 
sections flexed as we went over a pillow-shaped rock in the middle of the rapid.  Once I 
counted 22 heads aboard after we cleared the rapid, we settled into routine.  Empties went 
into the life raft and were exchanged for fresh cans.  Use was made of the ¾” hemp 
between rapids; for anyone who preferred, there was another nearby raft with a Porta-
John on it, charging one beer per visit. 
 
As we cleared the last next-to-last bridge before the finish, someone called out that there 
were no other rafts in our class ahead of us – we had passed all our competition!  Then 
the last rapid loomed ahead, and there was the wreck of a small raft from an earlier class 
amongst the rocks, and we struck it, ripping open a third of our flotation.  All hands went 
into the cold river, lifted and heaved our raft over the wreck and the rocks, and re-
boarded, but not before several of our competitors passed us.  With decks partially awash, 
we continued toward the finish line, to be content with finishing, if not earning a trophy, 
standing and singing the fraternity’s song as we popped our last cans. 
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